
8 November 2021

Dear Dame Hodge,

Thank you for your letter.

We are also very concerned about those who use social media and online platforms to send
racist abuse, including that targeted at players from the England football team following the Euro
2020 Final. Twitter’s aim is to become a world leader in diversity and inclusion among tech
companies, and be industry leaders in stopping such abhorrent views being seen on our
platform.

We have a global team that manages enforcement of our Rules with 24/7 coverage in every
supported language on Twitter. Our goal is to apply the Twitter Rules objectively and
consistently. Enforcement actions are taken on content that is determined to violate the Twitter
Rules. As outlined in our latest Transparency Report, during our most recent reporting period of
July - December 2020 we suspended 1 million accounts for violating the Twitter Rules and
removed 4.5 million pieces of content.

Any account that breaks the Twitter Rules will be actioned accordingly and our full range of
enforcement actions are available on our website. Permanently suspending an account will
remove it from Twitter globally. We prohibit attempts to circumvent prior enforcement, including
through the creation of new accounts. Permanent suspension is not our only enforcement
option; as noted above, we suspended around 1 million accounts last year, but we do also find
that temporary suspensions are effective in improving behaviours. Of the people who are given
a temporary suspension, the majority don’t go on to break the rules again.

As stated in our blog post this summer, of the permanently suspended accounts from the
Tournament, 99% of account owners were identifiable, meaning a verified phone number or
email address (or both) was associated with the account. As we shared with the Home Affairs
Select Committee in September when giving oral evidence about this issue regarding the 1% of
accounts that were not identifiable, our analysis suggests this represents historic users who set
up their Twitter accounts, prior to the changes that we introduced in 2018 requiring verification
of an account upon sign-up with an email address or phone number.

https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/twitter-rules
https://transparency.twitter.com/
https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/enforcement-options


We do not require Twitter users to verify their account with government ID, or use their legal
name on their public profile - however, use of a pseudonym does not equate to anonymity.
Pseudonymity is not a shield from our rules nor from criminal liability, and using our dedicated
channels for law enforcement, the police can contact Twitter to request information about an
account, including the above - and further key information about an account detailed in our
Privacy Policy. We provide cybertip reports relating to child sexual exploitation to the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children, for example, who act as a clearinghouse notifying
law enforcement in the appropriate jurisdictions. During the first half of 2021 we received reports
indicating an average of 20 arrests per month related to Twitter's cybertips. This, we believe, is
a mere fraction of the arrests relating to our cybertips, as in many cases, we are not informed of
the investigation outcome.

We are always open to discussing the topic of anonymity or pseudonymity online. At Twitter, we
are guided by our values, and never more so than when it comes to fundamental issues like
identity. We believe everyone has the right to share their voice without requiring a government
ID to do so. Our approach in this space has been developed in consultation with leading NGOs -
while pseudonymity has been a vital tool for speaking out in oppressive regimes, it is no less
critical in democratic societies.

Pseudonymity may be used to explore your identity, to find support as victims of crimes, or to
highlight issues faced by vulnerable communities. Indeed, many of the first voices to speak out
on societal wrongdoings have done so behind some degree of pseudonymity - once they do,
their experience can encourage others to do the same, knowing they don’t have to put their
name to their experience if they’re not comfortable doing so.

As stated recently by Glitch, the UK charity committed to ending the abuse of women and
marginalised people online: “anonymity is also used legitimately as a protection of freedom of
expression for a lot of different people, including minoritised people, women gamers and
journalists, in the UK and around the world, who would otherwise feel unsafe being in online
spaces.”

Perhaps most fundamentally of all - some of the communities who may lack access to
government IDs are exactly those who we strive to give a voice to on Twitter. Estimates have
suggested there are 3.5 million people in the UK who don’t have access to official forms of
photo ID.

It is also important to remember that the government actually did seek to mandate ID verification
for pornography websites; a policy dropped two years after the law was passed, after repeated
delays and criticisms it would not work.

It is challenging to envisage how such a requirement for social media services might be globally
scalable. Mandating ID would most immediately have the effect of disenfranchising billions of
people from countries who do not have robust ID frameworks. Alternatively, were the law
targeted at UK users, as was the case with pornography websites, technology such as virtual

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EXSLgM6pOjV7w9UzcG_9_bSwyTobX1yedTuGdglrpRE/edit
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/voter-id-key-facts-and-figures/


private network services - which make it seem like a computer based is located in a different
country - would quickly enable users to bypass the law. Either way, any such requirement would
also require technology companies to store and process vast amounts of sensitive personal
data - another concern that was raised when ID verification for pornography websites was being
developed.

Clean Up The Internet requested that we share with them information about the accounts we
suspended. Given both our Privacy Policy as well as data privacy legislation, we would not
share private account data such as that referenced with a third party aside from, for instance, a
valid legal request from the police or court order. As you may have seen already in the summer,
the police announced in August that they made 11 arrests of individuals who sent online racist
abuse during the Euros. We continue to work with the Football Policing Unit and other forces
across the country.

This does, of course, not prohibit external research being undertaken using our APIs, including
on abuse as we already see from a number of academic partners. Tens of thousands of
researchers access Twitter data we have made available over the past decade via our APIs,
including on online harms. Most recently, we have launched a new academic platform to
encourage research using Twitter data. If Clean Up The Internet wish to explore API access to
support their research, I’d be happy to meet with them.

Thank you again for being in touch.

Yours sincerely,

Katy Minshall
Head of UK Public Policy

https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/twitter-api/academic-research

